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ABSTRACT

Many types of sonar systcms havc been dcsigned for exploring and surveying the sea bed and for identifying
and characterising sedimcnts. These include the conventional depth sounder. sidescan sonar, sector-scanning
sonar, synthetic aperture sonar. sub-bottom profiler. seismic profiler and parametrio sonar. The features.
advantages and disadvanteages of these are described and some ideas for future researeh are presented.

INTRODUCTION

Discovering the secrets of the sca h;IS bccn a long-
sought aim for decades. yet surprisingly Icw of these
secrcts havc becn revcalcd despite dctcnuined cfforts
by seientists and cngincers using a variety of
techniques, This papcr is more concerned with the
sea bed than the sea itself because the sca bed and the
underlying sediments hold further secrets which
present an even greater challenge to investigate. One
way to study the sca bed is lo lower a television
camera and have a look. but this mav yield little
informatiou other than lo give an idea of the
topography. the presence of sea life. ar the location of
debris sueh as wreeks. lf the camera is mountcd on a
remotely operared vehicle (ROV) or on an
autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV). it is possible
lO cover a large area and therefore to build up a better
impression of what the sca bed looks likc. The
problem with a camera is that it can only be uscd
very close to the sea bed. which usually involvcs an
expensive operation to place it thcrc. and in turbid
water the use of a camera is iueffcctive

Another way lo study the sea bcd is to deploy same
kind of underwater acoustic system. generally
referred to as a sonar system. Evcn the simplesi of
thcse, a convcntional echo sounder. may be used to
profile the sca bed. somcthing uun can not be dane
conveniently with a camera. Ali that is ncccssary is
lo traverse the area of iuterest. transmit short pulsos
of sound vertically downwards and dctcct (he sen bcd

cchoes: the "round trip" llight tirne of each pulse and
its echo, when mnltiplicd by thc averagę vetocity of
sound. givcs the depth at same locatiou. Modern
echo sounders. as well as having a digital display of
the instantancous dcpth, have a graphical display of
the sca bed profile along thc track of thc vcssel
Dcpending on the frequency of operarion. the sounder
may also produce echoes from under the sea bed, but
is no! usually suitable for studying the naturę of the
underlying sedirncnts.

More sophisticated types of sonar may be used to
produccs images of the sea bed. These include the
side-scan sonar and the sector-scanning sonar. A
side-scan sonar system has two horizontal linear
arrays of elements that are usually mounted in a
towed body, ar tow-fish . in su ch a way that they
transmit a vcrtical fau-shaped beam on cach side of
thc towing vcssel's track. According to a well-known
principle of acoustics. the longcr the arrays the
narrower are the Iwo beams. Generally, the axis of
cach of the bearns is inclincd slightly downwards so
that as the vessel progresses. echoes are produced
from different distances. typically from almost
vcrtically down to al most horizontal. One system that
has been used for many years for long range
surveying in oceanie depths is GLORiA. which uses a
carner Irequency of a few kilohertz IIJ As with the
simplc echo-soundcr, the side-scan sonar has CI

graphical display that provides a two-dimcnsional
image of the sca bed. showing features such a rock
Ionnations. reefs and the position and onentation ar
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wrecks. The image is essentially a "picture" of the
sea bed but it is usually distorted and needs an
experienced eye to interpret thc features. At very low
frequencies, say less than 20 kl-lz. the acoustic energy
can penetrate the sea bed but because of the long
wavelength and large "footprint" the spatial
resolution is poor. Smaller footprints are possible if
the sonar array is mountcd on a decp-rowęd vehicle
such as TOBl [l J. By using a higher frcqucncy, say
100 kHz, there is less sea bed penetration but better
resolution of detaiI.

A sector-scanning sonar system usually has a linear
array of elements, each of which is driven by a
voltage waveform that is slightly out of phase with its
neighbours. With the correct phasing, the effect is to
generate a beam that seans continuously through a
sector. The system is oftcn uscd as a "look-ahcad''
sonar for detecting obstacles or 10 look sidcways for
ruid-water targets, bul it may equally well be used to
look vertically downwards lo image the sea bed.

Another system of interes! but one stiIl in the
research stage for use at sea is the synthetic aperturę
sonar (SAS), which is a specialised system that
allows the imaging of finer detail than is possible by
any other technique [2-4]. This exarnple of a "non-
penetrating" type of sonar system is prcscntcd in
more dctail below.

The side-scan sonar. sector-scanning sonar and
synthetic aperture sonar are not generaIly suitaole for
sub-sea penetration because they operate at too high a
carrier frequency. Systems that may be used to
characterise sub-sea sediments include the seismic
profiler [5-8], the sub-bottom chirp profiler [9J. the
parametrio sonar [10-19] and hybrids such as the
"scatterometer"[ I l. The seismic system is used lo
profile the sea bed on a large scale, with penetrations
of hundreds of metres or more: the others are used lo
profile on a smaller scale, rypiealty tcns of metres at
the most. In the casc of the sub-bottom profiler.
either a single-frequency toue or a widc-band chirp
may be used. The lowest frequencies. typiealty 5
kllz, obviously penetrate the deepest and can give a
picture of coarse stratification, but the higher
frequencies, typically up to 20 kllz. offer the best
depth resolution and can therefore show finer detail.
The choice of frequency usuaIly dcpends on the
application. As examples of a "penctrating" rype of
sonar system, a bricf description of the principles of
the seismic profiler is presented belów. together with
a more detailed description of a paramerrio sonar
system with a steerable beam.
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SYNTHETIC APERTURE SONAR

Synthetic Aperture Sonar is of interest because it has
the potentiaI lO produce high resolution two-
dimensionaI images of targets by synthesising the
effect of a very long phased array 12-4]. The
principle of aperturę synthesis consists of storing
succcssive cchocs obtaincd Irom a moving platform,
in praclice a towfish but ultimaicly au AUY, then
synthesising the effect of a Iarge along-track phased
array by correcting the phase excursions of echces in
a given direction and sumrning the sequence of
echoes, hence providing high along-track (cross
range) rcsolution.

Traditional techniques su ch as side scan sonar are
good enough for generał surveying and for
idcntifying wreeks but do not have sufficient
resolution for displaying particular features. The
main reason for this low performance is the limited
aperturo size available on commercial systems.
Synthetic aperturo techniques are weIl advanced in
radar and known as Syuthetic Aperture Radar (SAR).
By comparison. there lias been only a lirnited amount
of research on SAS, and this has highlighted the
main problems that prevcnt the direct translation of
SAR techniques. Thcse problerns are that transducer
morion produccs smcaring of the image, and ray
bcnding produces a bias in the apparent direction of
dercered objecis Thc solutions uscd lo eliminale
thcse problems in SAR are auiofocus techniques that
rcly on contrast enhancemcnt, but these are of limited
success with SAS because of the relatively large
transducer movements encountcred in practice,
togeiher with very low towing speeds, narrew
bandwidtli and restricted rangę.

The aims of recent work at Lougborough Universiry,
jointly with University College London, has covered
four main areas: (i) the design of signal processing
algorithms to compensarę for transducer platform
movement and ray beuding; (ii) the design of
algorithms for interferometrie reconstruction of
three-dimensional surface images. (iii) the design of
algorithms for moving target traćking using SAS;
(iv) testing an experimental system in the controlled
environment of a sonar test tank

Motion compensation: The approach to the problem
of morion compensatiou was to consider that the true
signal is effectively convolved with an error function
which corresponds to the true trajectory of the
transducer platform. Al sea. with transducers
mountcd on a ship or in atowed array, waves can
causc gross deviations frorn an assumed straight line



trajectory that may be several wavelengths at the
transmission frequency. One solution is to measure
actual platform movement and do explicit
decouvolution. The preferred solution. which
obviates the need for accelerometcrs or inertial
gyroscopes, is to perform blind deconvolution based
only on measurements made by the transducer array
itself. Three options were considered: (i) statistical
deconvolution based on Higher Order Statisties
(HOS), which is applicable lo motion perturbations
which are fairly predictable (e.g. cyclic) in
comparison to the random naturę of the dala field;
(ii) compensation based on frequcncy diversity,
which requires separate measurements in diITerent
bands using the same transducer and may
compensate for ray bending but not for motion errors;
(iii) compensarion based on spatiaI diversity. which
can provide multiple snapshots of the same data field
and also allows for adaptivc tracking of errors
induced by morion.

Interferometrie reconstruction: The interferometrie
processing consists of registering two images of the
same scene taken at slightly difTerent positions. and
comparing the phases of thc two images on a pixcl-
by-pixel basis. This yields a fringe pattern. which is
a function of the interferometrie baseliue and
geometry, the wavelength and the surface
topography. Provided the bascline, geometry and
wavelength me knowu, thcn in principic the surface
can be rcconstructed from the fringe paltem lo thc
same spatial resolution as the original images. The
main problems are: (i) the two images sufler a degree
of decorrelation dlle to the difTerent angles of
observation and the finile signal-to-noise ratio. which
causes phase noise in the fringe paltem: (ii)
'shadowing' and 'layover' cause a distortion of the
sonar image with respect to the true surface. (iii)
there is an ambiguity betweeu phase and topography.
and the process of reconstmcting the topography
unambiguously ('phase unwrapping') is made more
difficult in areas of rapidly varyiug topography and
poor signal-to-noisc ratio where the Iringes may be
closely spaced or indistinct The progranuno consists
of simulating the Imaging of arbitrarv topographic, .
scenes, taking into account shadowing, layover and
decorrelation, then devising algorithms to recoustruct
the original topography. The idea was to allow the
geometry and processing algorithms to be optimised
for the experimental part of the rcsearch.

Imaging moving targets: This is an important
problem with towed passive sonar arrays and has so
far remained unsolved. Unlike for SAR. the situmion
is more complicatcd becausc thc targct is closc

enough lo the synthetic array (which may be several
kilometres long) that it presents different Doppler
shifts to different parts of the array. This complicates
the aperturę synthesis processing. The problem may
be approached by analysis, deriving expressions for
the phase history of echces as a function of the array-
target geometry and morion, and using these to define
the form of processing required to esumate the target
morion and image the target. This algoritlun was
thcn combincd with that for the platform motion
compensarion to define the processing required in a
practical SAS system.

Tank tests: Au integral part of the research is to
study the operation of these algorithms with an
expcrimental system, in the controlled environment
of the test tank at Loughborough University This
provides a valuable test Iacility for the theoretical
aspects of the project. A new advanced SAS system
has bccn built for usc in thc tank. measuring 9 !II

Iong, 5 m wide and 2 m deep. The system operates at
40 kHz and provides a maximum aperturę of 4.5 111

and a range of 8 m. The platform carrying the
transmit and receive arrays can be moved under
computcr control by two stepper rnotors; a third
stepper motor is used to introduce across-track
morion error. The transmit pulse is generated by a
versaule signal generator which can be connected to
a 486 PC bus by an interface card. The system can be
programmed to generate cither a sirnple sinusoidal
pulse with adjustable amplirude. frcquency, pulse
Icngth and repctition rate, or more complicated
signals such as a weighted pulse or a chirp. The
transmit pulse is fed to the transmitter array by a
powcr amplifier to ensure maxiurn power transfer.
Use of the system allows the feasibility of generating
high resolution SAS images. including 3D images. by
extracting features and training the system to identify
certain objects automarically using neural networks.
This is an area of research in which many problerns
remain unsolved.

SEISMIC PROFILER

Scismic profiling is a mcans of studying the
srraufication of sub-bottom laycrs on a Iarge scale,
tllat is to depths of perhaps hundreds of metres or
cven kilometres 15] The applications include
geological mapping, environmental studies and
surveying for cable routes and pipelines. The basie
requiremeut is a sound source with a high Source
Level and a receiving array of geophones to detect
reflected and scattered pressure impulses. This type
of proliling is attributable 10 the fact that sound
wavcs propagate with little auenuation in media with
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elastic properties. Any abrupt changes of acoustic
impedance causes refraction and ref1ection and the
generation of compressional and shear waves,
referred to as P-waves and S-waves respectively.
Measurements of the arrival times of the detected
acoustic signals are used to wark out Lhc sub-bouom
geological structure [6).

The velocity of Pvwaves in the top 50 m of sediment
is typically 1450 - 2200 m/s, whereas the velocity of
S-waves is typically much lower, between about 10
m/s and 400 m/s. Much of the infonuation on
sediment structure cornes from the timed returns of
reflecred and refracred P-waves. There is usually a
good correlation between shear velochy and shear
strength, an important parameter in geophysical
studies, especially for applications such as the
construction of oil and gas production rigs where sca
bed stability is an important factor. In same placcs,
sediments are too soft to be sheared sa no shear wave
data can be obtained. The commonest mcthod of
determining shear strength is lo take a core from the
sea bed and make measurements in the laberatory but
by removing the sample therc may be same change in
the sediment propcrtics: this is why an in-situ metbod
is preferred [71. One way this problem lias been
addressed is to study interfacc waves. such as
Rayleigh, Stoneley and Scholte waves. which
propagate along the water/sen bed iurerface 18J. The
idea is that since the velocity of such bonndary wavcs
is linked with the shcar wave velocity of the top sea
bed sediment. information about the shear strength of
the sea bed can be obtained without disturbance. By
contrast, there seems to be little dependence on the
stale of gas saturation in sediments, such as those
found in the Arkana Basiu in the Baltic Sea.

Low frequency seismic sources (20 - 200 Hz) are used
for penetration to kilometres of depth and higher
frequency sources (100 Hz - 10 kHz) are used for
penetration to hundreds of metres. Typical source
durations are 0.1-1 s. Sources include boomers and
sparkers. which are omni-directional transducers that
can generate stable pressure signals. Othcr sourccs
include explosives and mechanical dcvices such as
the air gun and water gun. The array of geophones is
either towed behind a vessel or from a sledge that is
itself towed along the sea bed by the vessel. The
array is normalty in the form of a streamer
comprising many geophones in an oil-Iilled plastic
tube that is transparent to sound. A problem with
such an array is that it is subject to noise from flow,
turbulence. bubbles. waves and ship noise.
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PARAMETRlC SONAR

A parametric sonar makes use of the non-linearity of
acoustic wave propagation in water [10-191. The
principle is to drive a transducer array at twa primary
frequcncies, fI and f2, near the resonance frequency
fa of the array where fa = (fI + f2) / 2, to generate
additional frequencies. As the sound wave
propagates. new frequencies are formed, the lowest of
which is the difference frequency, fd = f2 - fI. The
generanon of these signals at the secondary
frcquency along the transmitred beani gives rise to
the concept of the virtual end-fire array, the effective
lcngth of which is given by (2exf I where ex is the
smali signal attenuation cocfficient in nepers/m. At
primary frequencies of 20 kHz. 40 kHz and 80 kHz,
the virtual array Icngths are approximately 1500 m,
400 111 and 100 m respcctively.

A parametrio sonar provides a number of advantages
over its linear counterpart. but at the cost of a very
low conversion efficiency and increased complexity
in dcsign. Typical conversion efficiency is of the
order of l 'Yo which depends directly on the ratio fo:fd,
the stcp-down rafio. The law conversion efficiency
dictates the use of high powers for the primary
frequency signals. This means thai the Source Levcl
al the difference frequency is typically 40 dB less
than that of either of the twa primary frequency
Samce Levels for a typical step-down ratio of 10.

In thc European Conunission's MAST .n REBECC'A
project*. a narrew beani was needed for accurate
delineation of the sea bed. As the diffcrence
frequency beamwidth is approxirnately that of the
high frequeucy carriers. the bearnwidth defines the
dimeusions of the array. For a step-down ratio of !O
(i.e. [o: [d)' the active surface aren of the array need
only be IIł OOth of that of a conventional Iinear array
for the same beamwidth. This is a big advantage in
tcrms of cxpense, size. weiglu and handling of the
array at sea. Thc array consists of a titanium plate
with 729 integral elements. resonant al 75 kHz and
arranged in a 27 x 27 matrix with approximately 0.75
l, spacing. It has an area of 20 '), x 20 A, with a
resultant -3 dB beamwidth of 30 x 30 and a
bandwidth of 6 kHz. The transmit Directivity Index
is 35 dB sa for an acoustic power of 10 kW the
maximum predicted Source Level for a single carrier
Ircqucncy is SLo = 246 dB re l f1Pa at l m, although
the maximum value measured was 241dB re l ~a at
lm. The array provides 13 resolvable beams, each
about 30 wideo witlun its phase sieerable sector: since
thc uucr-stavc spacing at 75 kl-lz is 1.S ic t he scanned
sector is ± ISo. which allows a widc variety of



incidence angles to be selected in order to apply
inverse algorithms lo compule sediment
characteristics frorn measured compressional and
shear wave data. The programmed signals
transmitted were continuous sine wave pulses, raised
cosine envelope pulses. and linear frequeucy
modulated pulses (chirps).

The scena rio for sea triaIs couducted off the coast of
Brittany, France is shown in Fig. 1. The array,
together with other systems, was deployed at a depth
of 10 m in a tow-fish specially designed and buiIt by
JFREMER Centre de Brest. A 40 111 seismic
hydrophone streamer was towcd some 25 metres
behind the tow-fish lo detect forward-scattered
signals from the seabed. The mechanical mounting
arrangement, shown in Fig. 2, allowed three possible
fixed angles for the transmisslon axis, \00, 150 and
200 with respect to vertieal whcn the dynamie stccr
angle was progranuucd lo be 00. When the beani
was stcered vertically downwards to the sea bed, the
array could also be used in a back-scatter depth
sounding mode. Instabilities in the motion of the
tow-fish, such as pitch, roll. yaw, heave, swell and
surge, ean lead to a departure from the desired sca-
bed incidence angle. Any error in this angle rnay
lead to a misalignment of the streamer with respcct to
the scattered signals. This in tum may produce
either no dala al all or dala that yields spurious
results when applicd to the inverse algorithms.
Sensors were therefore attached lo thc array lo
monitor the pitch, roll and depth of the tow-fish lo
correct for some of the instabilities. Since the beani
cannot be steered athwartships. no eorrection for roll
is possible; but if the roll angle of the fish excceds
about 30 the forward-scattered signals would not be
detected by the hydroplione streamer so transmission
for such angles is temporarily halred. For any
pitching of the fish, the beam angIe is dynamiealty
adjusted so that the angle of incidence at the sea bed
rernains unchanged. With this facility, the
parametrio sonar system offers a new sophisticated
tool lo the sedimentologist which can operate near
the sea surface to examine the charactcristics of
sediments on the continentaI shelf.

The hardware of the system allows the indlvidual
addressing of eight separarę sections of the available
memory which store the required waveforms to
provide a series of phase-steered signals at a rango of
angles, When the sensors attached to the array detect
a change of pitch, the appropriate waveform is
selected and the beam is therefore stecred to
compensute for the movemcnt. A scries of eighr
signals allows near-instantaneous corrcction of the

beam direction due to the sensed movernent. With
eight possible angJes and atotaJ phase steer
capability of ±18°, the angular separation of the
beams is 4.50.

A further consideration is the problem of alignment
of the sonar beani and the streamer when the sea bed
is sloping and a number of methods have been
studied to determine the slope. The simplest method
is by depth sounding, which can be done by
pcriodically stecring a primary frequency beam
vertically downwards. A more complex method is to
steer two primary frequency beams at different
angles, say one slightly fore of vertical and one
slightly aft of vertical, and then measure the time
difference, which in turn allows the slope to be
determined. A suirabie way to do this is to correlate
thc envelopes of the twe back-scattered signals; the
Iwo narrew beams would make the array appear like
a Doppler sonar but instead of measuring a frequency
diffcrence. a time difference is measured. The metbod
is therefore similar in principle to the operation of a
correlation veIocity log.

CONCLUSJONS

One ot' the major chatlenges lo sea bed exploration is
to Iind a technique or a combination of techniques to
enable sediments lo be identified and characterised
without the need to takes cores or to disturb the sea
bcd dircetfy. This was a major rcsearch therne of the
Europcan Commission's MArinc Science and
Technology (MAST-II) programme. which was
concerned with the design of ncw, remotely operared
sysiems for characterising the seabed and the su b-
bottom structure entirely by acoustic means. Several
techniques have been presented, some for studying
the sea bed (non-penetrating) and some for studying
the underlying structure (penetrating). There are
many variations on a theme available and there is no
one technique that is "bett er" than all the others: the
measurentent capabiliły ar precision depends to a
large exteut on the application considered. Whatever
the technique used ił is always necessary to consider
what result is expected; the resolution achievable,
whether coarse or fine, is invariably of pararnount
importance and worth special consideration [20].

* The collaborative researeh highlighted in this
paper was carried out as part of a project called
REBECLA: Rłieflection from Bottom. Echo
Classification and Characterisation oj Acoustic
propagation. This involved the eollaboration of seven
partner institutions in Iour countries, France,UK,
Dcumark and Grccce. The ulumate objective is to
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develop an acoustic technique such that following the
propagation of a ping or a series of pings, the
scattered or reflected acoustic signals may be
analysed to reveal the nature of the sea bed
parameters directly without recourse to direct non-
acoustic teachniques that are used nowo Present
techniques, although advanced and sophisticated, are
a long way from achieving this objective. Future
applications for this tcchnology may include
dredging, materia I exploitation, sedi mentology,
propagation modelling and the detection of buried
objects.

This research has been funded by the Europcan
Commission under MAST -II contract MAS2-CT91-
0002C (REBECCA), International Scientific
Cooperation contract ClI *-CT94-0093 (.4CUST/C::l)
and MAST-III contract MAS3-PL95-0009 (DEO).
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